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Liang Qichao is an all-powerful figure in Chinese modern history.He 
play an important role in Hundred Days’Reform and The Nation Sports. Less 
successful than political practice, he is more profound and huge in the 
ideological circle.He made a great influence on a whole generation of 
young people. Academically, he major in philosophy, history, literature, 
and other fields, who is called the encyclopedic scholars. Liang Qichao 
is famous for its young, later life is considered "conservative" and 
"backward" and "retrograde", even some people think he is a "reactionary". 
Historically, Liang Qichao's some thoughts and her words may have many 
wrong places, but many ideas are still shining with the brilliance of the 
wise men, which is worth our further reflection . 
In his later years of Liang Qichao, still adhere to the principle of 
improvement, and fear of the revolution against the class struggle. In 
foreign, he is a staunch nationalist against foreign aggression to  China, 
struggling for China's national interests. Culture, he supported the new 
culture movement, but did not agree with the radical of traditionalism. 
He focused on the research on the traditional culture, to sort out a batch 
of academic culture. In addition, he also devoted himself to education 
career and cultivate a batch of outstanding talents. The author think, 
in his later years of Liang Qichao not only not fell behind, In some ways 
beyond the contemporaries. 
The author hope that on the basis of previous studies, combining with 
new historical data, from the political, cultural, economic and other 
faces of later life of Liang Qichao. The author try to do a comprehensive 
research, to know and study of Liang Qichao's later life.Put it in the 
historical context of macroscopic, and investigate the interaction of his 















and contemporary thinkers, and analysis to judge their own gain and loss, 
to clarify once knew some of the erroneous zone and the insufficiency. 
The author hope that through this article, to have a comprehensive 
understanding of Liang Qichao age and contribute to the study of Liang 
Qichao. 
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绪论      
一、 选题的意义 








































    第一，重新审视西方文化，谋求中西文化的融合。 


























    第二，政治上的自由主义者，反对阶级斗争与国共北伐。 













































    第三，梁启超提倡文化启蒙，又与新文化运动有某种疏离。 


























③  史云波、董德福.《梁启超：五四新文化运动的先驱》《中州学刊》，1999 年 1月 




















    第四，学术上整理传统文化，谋求其现代性的转换。 





























































































第一章   一战对梁启超的影响 
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